
  

MWL studies of VHE sources
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LAT and HESS survey
Association of VHE and LAT sources
MWL studies of separate classes: 

SNR, PWN
Young stellar clusters, 

'Dark' sources



  

LAT survey (> 1 GeV)
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LAT survey (> 100 GeV)
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HESS Galactic Plane Survey 
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Survey associations

Tam et al. (0911.4333) studied 
survey associations of 0FGL-
and all published VHE sources.
(mostly but not only by HESS)

Overlap of VHE extension
and 0FGL error box required.

Survey areas and sensitivities
have not been published → 
statistical investigation of association not straightforward.

Conclusion : Significant spatial association of HE and VHE sources



  

        Survey associations   Tam et al. (arxiv: 0911.4333)
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Survey associations

-6 LAT pulsars with VHE sources (PWNe?)          [Tam et al. , Arxiv 0911.4333]

-Broad-band spectra still not conclusive on hadronic/leptonic origin.
-High rate of associations allows to weed out EG sources
-No systematic differences between source classes (sample size)
-Spectral mismatches despite spatial association, possibly due

to blending and spatial mismatch

Conclusion different from Funk et al., 2008 
(who had used an EGRET source list)

* not all Galactic EGRET sources were real
* more VHE sources

* LAT sources measured at higher energies
* consideration of source extension/error box



  

HE-VHE associations

1FGL with
many more
Galactic GeV
sources calls
for repetition.



  

HE-VHE associations

1FGL with
many more
Galactic GeV
sources calls
for repetition. 

Enough statistics
to determine more
detailed spectra...

...or search for sources in
individual energy bins 

in Fermi data



  

Examples of well understood spectral mismatches: Vela X (PWNe)



  

While many 'dark' sources remain unconspicious.



  

Source confusion and diffuse emission in LAT data



  

Main concern: extraction regions 

Example: Westerlund 2

Stellar cluster
2 PWNe?

                                                                                                                                  cf. E. de Ona-Wilhelmi, S. Ohm
  



  

 - emission from young clusters ?

HESS J 1614-518 = Pismis 22 (?) (wind-blown bubble) 



  

 - emission from young clusters ?

Bright 'dark' source: Complex morphology, LMXB?, PWN?, Wd1?

      cf. M. Fernandes, E. de Ona-Wilhelmi  (opt.image:ESO)
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 - emission from young clusters ?

Still an excellent candidate for a hadronic dark accelerator:

Electron cooling times (Manolakou et al., 2007) are too short to
allow electrons to reach the entire source.

...while kinetic energy in 
wind-blown bubble is in 

the range of 7E52 
(Crowther+, 06,07 ) to 

4E53 (Starburst99,
 Leitherer 99) and can 

explain VHE  via pp 
for 2-10% efficiency.



  

Dark VHE sources at GeV energies

All 'published' Galactic HESS sources have X-ray coverage with 
XMM, Suzaku, and/or Chandra (F_x/F_vhe mapped).

Several sources remain without plausible counterparts

Many of them are LAT sources
(all in previous collection)



  

Dark sources: MC associations?

HESS 1745-303:                
Suzaku (2-8 keV)               
and neutral iron maps        
suggest association           
 of VHE to MC                     

As, possibly, in 
CTB 37A, W28 
and W51C (→)

(see also 
Abdo et al. 09)

Fiasson+, ICRC '09
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